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www.jaegerndorfer-usa.com
Jaegerndorfer USA is now part of Nevada Hobby Distributors, in the beautiful region of Reno, Nevada. All of our products are all engineered in Austria. We are dedicated to bringing the finest winter models of Aerial Tramways, Ski-Lifts, Gondola Systems, Pistenbullies, Figures, Dolls and Accessories to the US Market.

Ski Resorts can make a lasting impression, increase brand awareness, broaden their marketing out-reach and best of all increase sales by customizing Jaegerndorfer products; Ski-lifts, Gondolas, Aerial Tramways, Keychains etc. with their own ski resort logos printed on them.

Ski enthusiasts can recreate memories from their winter vacation, enrich a train layout and operate an interesting display for home or office during the holiday season. These prototypical winter models are ideal for collecting memorabilia from your favorite ski resort and make ideal gifts for parties, weddings and corporate events.

www.jaegerndorfer-usa.com
AERIAL TRAMWAYS & SKI LIFTS
The Dopplemayr/Garaventa Group is the market leader in ski lift systems with over 14,800 systems in 92 countries around the world.

The SILVER Compact Set Edition is the affordable starter set for all fans. Ideal for small spaces.

The GOLD Play Set Edition is the smaller sister of the Pro Se

The PLATINUM Pro Set Edition is the ultimate build-out ski lift system with base and mountain stations.

*All Jaegerndorfer products (Gondolas, Chairs, Towers and other accessories of the 1:32 line) are compatible with these entry models.
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JC-83288 Features:  
- 1 - Motorized return station.  
- 1 - Motorized base station.  
- 1 - 24’ non-stretch rope w/ connector clamp.  
- Powered supply (not included)  
- Easy to extend.

JC-83289 Features:  
- 1 - Return station (quick mounting clamp).  
- 1 - Motorized base station.  
- 1 - 24’ non-stretch rope w/ connector clamp.  
- Powered supply (not included)  
- Easy to extend.
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Compact Ski Lift 1:32

JC-83290 Features:
- 1 - Motorized base station.
- 1 - Return station (screw down).
- 1 - 4-seater chair with bubble.
- 1 - 24' non-stretch rope w/ connector clamp.
- Powered supply (not included).
- Easy to extend.

JC-84691 Features:  
NEW!
- 1 - Red/Black Base Station.
* Upgrade your JC 84399 with this stand-alone base station.
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Super Playset Ski Lift 1:32

JC-84393 Features:
- 1 - Uni-G Station & 1 quick mounting clamp.
- 1 - 24' non-stretch rope with connector clamp.
- 1 - VIP OMEGA Gondola
- 1 - 6 Seater Chair (blue)
- Powered by 4 AA batteries or included power supply.
- Easy to extend. (see other 1:32 products)
- Quality painted.
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Super Playset Ski Lift 1:32

JC-84399 Features:

- 1 Uni-G Station & 1 quick mounting clamp.
- Customizable:
  - 2 Chairs or 2 Gondolas of your choice.
  - 1 24’ non-stretch rope with connector clamp.
- Powered by 4 AA batteries or included power supply.
- Easy to extend. (see other 1:32 products)
- Quality painted (masts and stations)

Choice of 2 Gondolas

Choice of 2 Chairs
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JC-84493 Features:
- 2 - Uni-G Stations.
- 1 - 24' non-stretch rope with connector clamp.
- 3 - 6 Seater Chair Cabins (orange)
- 1 - VIP OMEGA Gondola

- Powered by 4 AA batteries or included power supply.
- Easy to extend. (see other 1:32 products)
- Quality painted (masts and stations)
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JC-84499 Features:
- 2 - Uni-G Stations.
- Customizable:
- 4 Chairs or 4 Gondolas of your choice.
- 1 - 24’ non-stretch rope with connector clamp.
- Powered by 4 AA batteries or included power supply.
- Easy to extend. (see other 1:32 products)
- Quality painted (masts and stations)
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Ski Resort Custom Logos

Your Custom Logo Here

Your Custom Logo Here

Ski Resort Custom Logo
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Custom Logo Printing

Gondolas
Custom Logos

Gondola Keychain
Custom Logo

Clients
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The Omega from CWA is the most popular cabin in the world for generations. Offering the maximum of swing and high wind stability combined with the modular design. This gondola can be implemented anywhere and delivers an attractive look.

The Jagerndorfer collection offers a large variety of Omega cabins and now includes the latest “V” version generation.
Omega IV Gondola 1:32

D-Line 10 Seater Cabins

Features:
- Doors open (prototypical rubber hose).
- Cabin ideal for JC- sitting figures.
- Prototypical solar panel.
- Ideal add-on for all gondola sets.
- Fully compatible with all stations.

Silver/Black
JC-88000

Red/Black
JC-88001

Black/Black
JC-88003

White/Black
JC-88004
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D-Line 10 Seater Cabins

Omega IV Gondola 1:32

Features:
- Doors open (prototypical rubberhose).
- Cabin ideal for JC- sitting figures.
- Prototypical solar panel.
- Ideal add-on for all gondola sets.
- Fully compatible with all stations.
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Omega IV Gondola 1:32

8 Seater Cabins

Features:
- Doors open (prototypical rubberhose).
- Cabin ideal for JC- sitting figures.
- Ideal add-on for all gondola sets.
- Fully compatible with all stations.
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1:32
CHAIRS
Easy clamp system for rope attachment.
Handlebars open and close.
Ideal add-on for all gondola sets.
Variety for all different models.

Features:
- Easy clamp system for rope attachment.
- Handlebars open and close.
- Ideal add-on for all gondola sets.
- Variety for all different models.
6 Seater

**Features:**
- Easy clamp system for rope attachment.
- Handlebars open and close.
- Ideal add-on for all gondola sets.
- Variety for all different models.

Endpoints:
- Blue/Blue **JC-86000**
- Blue/Grey **JC-86250**
- Orange/Orange **JC-86100**
- Red/Grey **JC-86200**
- Blue/Black/Blue **JC-86450**
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Features:
- Easy clamp system for rope attachment.
- Handlebars open and close.
- Ideal add-on for all gondola sets.
- Variety for all different models.
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FIGURES, PARTS & ACCESSORIES
Figures 1:32

JC-54100
6 sitting figures w/o skis

JC-54200
6 sitting figures w/ skis

JC-54500
6 sitting figures w/ snowboards

JC-54400
6 standing figures w/ skis and poles

JC-54300
6 standing snowboarders

JC-50012
6 ski adapter for Omega Gondolas (2x pieces of each type)

JC-50013
6 sets of HEAD skis

JC-50014
12 colored HEAD snowboards
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**JC-50200**  
2-pack tower extension set  
Towers adjust to 3 different heights

**JC-50100**  
1 tower extension set  
Towers adjust to 3 different heights

**JC-50090**  
30’ extension rope with one screw connectors

**JC-50010US**  
6 modern advanced roller batteries as replacement kits for first generation ski lift systems

**JC-50080US**  
6 V wall power plug for  
- Ski lift systems  
- Ariel tramways

**JC-51002**  
2 silver D-line chair clips
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Motor Gear set

Motor

JC-50081

Rubber for return wheel.

JC-50082

Gear set

JC-50083

Screw mounts for wheels

JC-50086

Pillar with PCB

JC-50089

Rope Connector w/ hex tool

JC-50091

Return wheels (yellow, orange, red)

JC-50093
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The PistenBully 400W is a die cast model with a few plastic parts for detailing. On firm ground the Pistenbully can climb up to 45° hills. Two powerful gearbox driven motors power the unit and the 3.6V Lithium-Ion battery holds power for a long pleasurable playtime.

**Functions:**
- Orange blinking lights.
- Finisher raise & lower.
- Bottom head lights.
- Forward/backwards motion.
- Snowplow lifet & lower.
- Right/left & turn on the spot.

*Do not immerse in water or use in the snow. Melting snow penetrates the servos and voids the warranty.*

*Limited Supply*

**JC-0410*** 1:32
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Die Cast Pistenbully

**JC-0400** 1:32

*Limited Supply*
PistenBully 600 SCR is a further technological advancement of the type “600”. Improved power train, larger gas tank, more efficient hydraulic pumps, wireless intercom for remote diagnosis, and the SCR catalyzer for 90% less emissions are some of the hallmark features of German engineering.
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Die Cast Pistenbully

NEW ITEM!

JC-4800 1:43

JC-0430 1:32
Moving parts: caterpillars, dozer blade, finisher
Pistenbully

Die Cast Pistenbully

JC-4810 1:43

JC-5187
8 Units in a box
Plastic w/ Friction Motor

with winch
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SNOWMOBILES
Snowmobiles RC

Features:
- Driver removable.
- Engine sound.
- Snowmobile with 2.4 GHz remote control.
- Plastic model with various functionality.

Comes in two assorted colors:
- Yellow & Orange

JC-1807
1:18

Not weatherproof.
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Die Cast Snowmobiles

JC-57783
Polaris Snowmobile 1:16
Comes in two assorted colors: White/Blue

JC-1119
Snowmobile 1:32
Comes in three assorted colors: Blue/Yellow/Red
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Die Cast Snowmobiles

Snowblowers

JC-2010*
Snowblower w/ undercarriage

JC-2011*
Snowblower w/ undercarriage

JC-2012*
Free Standing Snowblower w/ undercarriage

JC-2013
Snowblower w/ undercarriage
Serfaus-Fiss-Ladis logo

JC-2014
Snowblower w/ undercarriage
Ischgl logo

JC-2018
Snowblower w/ undercarriage
Techno LPin logo

JC-2017
Snowblower w/ undercarriage
Ski Welt logo

JC-2019
Snowblower w/ undercarriage
*Limited Available
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Key Chains

Excellent for logo customization!

- Silver: JC-80450
- Red: JC-80451
- Yellow: JC-80452
- Black: JC-80453
- White: JC-80454
- Blue: JC-80455
- Orange: JC-80456
- Gray: JC-80457

3 1/3" Tall
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Excellent for logo customization!

Key Chains

Orange
JC-80610

Blue
JC-80625

Black/Blue
JC-80645

JC-80420
PistenBully

JC-80400
Snowblower

3 1/3" Tall
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The HO gondolas system in 1:87 scale is not only the ideal add-on for every HO model railroad hobbist, is a great model for ski enthusiasts with limited space. These models are easy to set up. Suggested maximum rope length for installation should not exceed 8’.

Cabins and chairs are easy to attach and remove. The chairs offer moveable hoods as well footrests. The system is powered with a 12V DC power supply.
Features:
- 2 - Uni-G stations (red/black).
- 6 - 2 (red).
- 1 - 24’ rope.
- 1 - 6 1/4” mast.
- Stations with interior and exterior lights.
- Full motion 8 roller batteries.
- Silent motor with fly wheel.
- Stations are pre-assembled.
Features:
- 2 - Uni-G stations (black/grey).
- 6 - Omega V10 Seater Cabin (red).
- 1 - 24' rope.
- 1 - 6 1/4" mast.
- Stations with interior & exterior lights.
- Full motion 8 roller batteries.
- Silent motor with fly wheel.
- Stations are pre-assembled.

JC-82497
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HO-Gondolas/Chairs 1:87

- **Silver**
  - JC-82100

- **Red**
  - JC-82101

- **White**
  - JC-82104

- **Orange**
  - JC-82100*

- **Yellow/Black**
  - JC-82002

- **Black**
  - JC-82003

- **White/Black**
  - JC-82004

- **Blue/Black**
  - JC-82005

- **Orange/Black**
  - JC-82150*

*Limited Available
HO-Accessories

2x 3/4” Masts
JC-50300

1x 4 3/4” + 1x 6 1/4” Masts
JC-50400

2x 6 1/4” Masts
JC-50500

Ski Lift Motor
JC-50094

HO Ski-Lift Decoder
JC-56000*

HO Ski-Lift Sound Decoder
JC-56002*

HO Power Supply 110V
JC-50280US

*Decoders only applicable w/ DCC train layouts
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JC-10020  
Sarah Katherina Ski Racer Doll  
Includes: 2 Skis, 2 Ski Boots, 2 Poles, 1 Helmet, Goggles

JC-10021  
Ice Skating Princess Doll w/Trophy

JC-10022  
Doll with back pack & sled  
Includes: Sunglasses, hoodie, pants & boots, sled & backpack
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Dolls

**JC-10018**
Sarah Katherina Ski Instructor
Includes: 2 skis, 2 ski poles, boots & goggles

**JC-10019**
Sarah Katherina Snowboard Instructor
Includes: Snowboard, Boots & Goggles

**JC-15020**
Ski School kid Chiara w/Skiis
Includes: 2 Skiis, 2 Ski Poles, 2 Flag Poles, Compass, Dog, Trophy, Shoes & Goggles

**JC-15021**
Ski School kid Paula w/Skiis
Includes: 2 Skiis, 2 Ski Poles, 2 Flag Poles & Goggles
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